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Welcome to Fastview360
At FastView360 we have over 25 years of experience in the transport industry, the directors of Fastview360
understand the challenges the transport industry faces. Our Camera system has been developed to make
your life easier and give you the video evidence of any incident that happens to your fleet and drivers.
We only fit the highest quality camera systems available which can be trusted to provide you with clear,
reliable footage of any traffic incident minutes after it occurs. All our video footage is saved in 1080p format
which means you can see the detail clearly and find out what actually happened.
Our revolutionary new cloud-based software platform, AutoCMS, has been designed to make reviewing
footage simple and quick. We have built in automatic upload of video footage and developed a driver app
that allows your drivers to add the information that you need for any insurance claim. This includes extra
videos and photographs to show what has happened, all witness’s information, driver description of what
happened, police incident numbers, description of damage etc all whilst the driver is at the scene of the
incident.
Most on board cameras record back to an SD card within the unit. These can de-format at any time and
when this happens it’s not recording. With our Hard Disk based DVR backed up by a cloud-based storage
system like ours, this likelihood is dramatically reduced.
Some of the benefits of our system are that you can view live video as the truck drives down the road, the
system has live tracking via its GPS module, and you can download all video footage stored on the DVR from
your desk without needing the vehicle on site.

Why choose Fastview360?
➢

Quality

All cameras are 1080p HD quality and tested to withstand the elements that vehicles are exposed to.
The durability of the cameras are proven on multiple different vehicle types.
➢

Reliability

Our systems are proven to have reliability and durability. A health check is carried out on cameras
every 8 seconds and every 30 minutes we check 8 random video files to make sure that the system is
recording video correctly, both of these checks ensures that we know if the system is working properly
or not and if any issues occur we can deal with them quickly. Any concerns we address from our office
and if it cannot be resolved remotely we will call customers to arrange to go out to site and sort the
problem.
➢

Support

Once you have our product installed, we will still be there to support you if any queries arrive. We
monitor the systems and ensure that our product is working the best it can for you.

Claims Management System
AutoCMS allows fleet managers to manage incidents remotely in a time saving manner. Automatic video
footage upload starts when the driver presses the incident button in their cab or an “Event” is triggered
automatically. Fleet managers will get a notification of an event and a message is sent to the driver, while the
driver is at the scene. They can enter all of the information you need for your insurance claim and add
additional photo’s and video’s from their smart phones to give a better incite as to what has happened. The
incident form can be converted into a insurance claim form, and easily sent directly to your insurer with all
the details of the accident on it, including images and footage.

Live viewing and tracking
AutoCMS allows fleet managers to live view the cameras on the and track where they are. All cameras are
labelled and if there are telematic integrations, we can provide video footage to show driver performance
like harsh breaking, cornering, acceleration and speeding.

Replay a day
Replay the journey of the vehicle throughout a day with the ‘Replay a Day’ feature. At any point of the
journey you can request the footage to download from the cameras and look at what was happening. This
feature also shows any telematic offence locations where footage can be downloaded and used in driver
reviews.

“Developing Fastview360 was something that I felt the
industry needed. I’ve been in trucks when there has been an

incident that wasn’t my fault but there was nothing to back
up and support my version of events.
However you can’t hide from video evidence.”
Fastview360 Managing Director, Damion Davis

FV360-DVR - 1080P HD vehicle CCTV with
Live view, Viewmatics, AVES and Driver App

FV360 DVR
The ultimate in Vehicle Camera Systems
➢
➢
➢
➢

Up to 8 HD Cameras with in-cab monitor
1080P HD quality with ultra night view
In-Cab Event Button to notify the office of an incident and automatic upload of videos
Fully monitored system

➢

4G—Live View

➢

Viewmatics

➢

HD 1080P Videos

➢

Driver App

➢

Ultra HD Night
Vision

➢

Up to 8 weeks of
video

100% DVS, FORS, CLOCS Compliant

FV360-DVR
1 x FV-DVR with 1TB HD and 4G in an anti-vibration box
1TB Hard drive with HD continuous recording capacity
High quality vandal proof design
1 x Event Button
1 x In-Cab monitor

Cameras - options include (up to 8 cameras)
FV 1080P V3 high definition front facing camera
FV 1080P V5 high definition side camera
FV 1080P V5 high definition blind spot camera
FV 1080P V5 high definition rear camera
FV 1080P V5 high definition additional cameras

New night vision ultra HD 1080P

Connectivity
1x 4G Data SIM included in support package
1 x GPS Antenna

Software
1 x AutoCMS
1 x Driver mobile App
1 x Set of FV vehicle warning stickers

1080P HD quality video output

Works with AutoCMS claims management system which
speeds up the insurance claim process with our unique
Driver App.

Trailer Cam to record all goods being
loaded and unloaded
Eliminating Delivery Discrepancies

Viewmatics helps you improve your drivers behaviour by
providing you with videos of speeding, harsh braking,
harsh cornering, fast acceleration etc.
Never buy vehicle CCTV again with our unique Gold
Support package

FVDVS-Advanced Kit - Everything you need
to be DVS Compliant

FV-DVS Advanced
Kit
Direct Vision Standard compliant 'Safe System' kit
➢
➢
➢

HD Cameras with in-cab monitor
Side Detection system with in-cab warning lights and warning speaker
Fully monitored system

Fully DVS Compliant Kit

➢

4G—Live View

➢

Viewmatics

➢

HD 1080P Videos

➢

Driver App

➢

Ultra HD Night
Vision

➢

5 weeks of video
footage

DVS-100% Compliant

FV-DVS-Advanced Kit
1 x FV-2000 1TB HD DVR with 4G in an anti-vibration box
1TB Hard drive with HD continuous recording capacity
High quality vandal proof design
1 x Event Button

Nearside side detection kit
1 x In-Cab monitor
1 x In-Cab side detection warning lights
1 x External Warning speaker

Cameras
1 x FV 1080P V5 high definition side camera
1 x FV 1080P V5 high definition blind spot camera
Extra camera options available

Connectivity
1x 4G Data SIM included in support package
1 x GPS Antenna

Software
1 x AutoCMS
1 x Driver mobile App
1 x Set of vehicle warning stickers

1080P HD quality video output

Works with AutoCMS claims management system which
speeds up the insurance claim process with our unique
Driver App.
New night vision ultra HD 1080P

ViewMatics helps you improve your drivers behaviour by
providing you with videos of speeding, harsh braking,
harsh cornering, fast acceleration etc.
Check out our DVS2020 monitoring support package

FV360-FLT - 1080P HD vehicle CCTV with Live
view, Viewmatics, AVES and Driver App

FV360-FLT
1,000 accidents a year are caused by fork lift trucks with
1,300 UK employees hospitalised with serious injuries
➢
➢
➢
➢

Installing a FLT Camera System improves Driver behaviour by 80% and reduces incidents by 70%
360 Degree around the FLT
Massive reduction in repair costs and employee injuries
Fully Monitored system

➢

Wifi - Live View

➢

360° Vision

➢

HD 1080P Video

➢

8 weeks of
Video

➢

Ultra HD Night
Vision

➢

70% reduction

Massive Health and Safety benefits

FV360-FLT
1 x FV-DVR with 1TB HD and WiFi & 4G in an anti-vibration box
1TB Hard drive with HD continuous recording capacity
High quality thick steel damage resistant design
1 x Event Button

Cameras - options include
1 x FV 1080P V5 high definition front facing camera
1 x FV 1080P V5 high definition rear camera
2 x FV 1080P V5 high definition side camera (optional)
1 x WiFi ariel and 4G mobile data (optional)

New night vision ultra HD 1080P

Software
1 x AutoCMS
1 x Set of FV vehicle warning stickers

1080P HD quality video output

Works with AutoCMS claims management system which
speeds up the insurance claim process with our unique
Driver App.
Add a trailer Cam to record all goods
being loaded and unloaded.
Eliminating delivery discrepancies

ViewMatics helps you improve your drivers behaviour by
providing you with videos of behaviour as notified by
your FLT telematics.
Instantly see what your FLT drivers are doing and how
that impacts the safety at your site.

FV360-Side Detection - side detection
sensors and audible alarms

FV360-Side
Detection
Detect objects in the nearside blind spot with audible
notification of turning
➢

Audible turning notification outside of the vehicle

➢

Side detection sensors to locate pedestrians and
cyclists in the blind spot

➢

Programable Night time on/off of audible warnings

➢

In-Cab sensor display for driver warning

➢

Integrates with our DVR system providing monitoring
of the system from the office

*does not include cameras
Product Benefits
Direct Vision Standard, FORS and CLOCS compliant side detection systems designed to protect pedestrians,
cyclists and workers, our ultrasonic side detection system aids the driver and minimises damage to your
vehicles, property and more importantly people.
One of the main factors in pedestrian/cyclist safety is the unforeseen, with a Distance Detection Accuracy of
1cm and a Detection Range: 0.05 to 2.5M the driver can be assured he will be alerted by a Buzzer Volume of
75-105dB increasing safety when turning or when manoeuvring at low speed.

FV360-Rear Detection - rear detection
sensors and audible alarms

FV360-Rear
Detection
Detects objects at the rear of the vehicle and gives an audible
warning of turning
➢

Audible notification of movements outside of
the vehicle

➢

Rear detection sensors to locate pedestrians and
cyclists in the blind spot

➢

Programmable Day/ Night mode

➢

Live monitoring from the office

*does not include cameras
Product Benefits
Fastview360 sensor systems cover the whole vehicles with Side, Front & Rear scanning systems.
All of our systems, when combined with our Camera system, are centrally monitored by our AutoCMS Cloud
system, help to keep you compliant with the new DVS, FORS and CLOCS regulations. They keep not only the
public safe, but your staff as well.

AutoCMS monitoring of all Safety equipment showing
technical issues that need to be addressed and any
incidents that need to be investigated.

FV360-Tracking Devices for all of your fleet
and asset needs

Tracking Devices
Powerful and discreet tracking systems allowing you to
have GPS locations of your assets
➢

AutoCMS platform provides full locations of devices

➢

Receive geofence notifications

➢

FV1 Self-Install Telematics Device

➢

FV2 Lite Tracking Device

➢

FV3 Tracking & Telematics Device

➢

FV4 Plug & Track

➢

FV5-AT

DX20-LVP
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GPS 1000
Self-Install Telematics Device
Easy to install device
Can be connected directly to the battery
GPS Signal reception is strong
Ideal for monitoring driver behaviour
IP65 rated (weatherproof)
Works well with vehicles that don’t have direct sight of sky

GPS 2000
Lite Tracking Device
Most efficient power saving modes
Ideal for vehicles with smaller batteries
Digital input and output
Dedicated ignition detection input
Ideal for vehicles with solar panels

GPS 3000
Tracking & Telematics Device
IP67 rated (waterproof)
Vehicle can be immobilised
Multiple inputs and outputs
Dedicated ignition detection input
Ideal when further digital information needs to be collected
Can be connected to external devices eg siren, LED
Large backup battery

GPS 4000
Plug & Track Device
Easily moved between vehicles
Rapid installation time
Can read ECU information
Unplug alert notifies fleet office
High protection from theft

GPS 5000
Asset Tracker
Up to 5 years battery life
Waterproof
Magnetic installation is possible
Ghost mode available (invisible to scanners between update intervals)
Recovery mode available (10 minute intervals)
Battery has to be replaced when lost

FV360 - HIAB notification and alert system

HIAB alert system
Notifications of incorrectly stowed equipment including the
HIAB arm and legs when the vehicle is moved
➢

Email notification and video evidence is
automatically sent to fleet office

➢

Notification activated with vehicle speed and

HIAB sensors combined

HIAB notification and alert system
Fastview360 have worked with HIAB fleet managers and drivers to develop and establish an alert and
notification system activated by integrating the HIAB sensors and the vehicle speed. If the sensors are in
alarm and the vehicle moves, email notifications are sent to the fleet office with video evidence of the
incident for you to review. Notifications are triggered by incorrectly stowed HIAB cranes and incorrectly
stowed leg supports. These notifications also alarm inside the cab through a loud sound warning system
however, if the driver moves with the sensors in alarm a notification is sent directly to the office-given email
address for an investigation to be launched.
The sensors are not linked in any way to the handbrake or the speed pulse
sensor on the vehicle

HIAB Alert system
The image to the right shows how high the crane can operate before the
buzzer is activated in the cab without the stabiliser legs being opened. (Any operation of the legs activates
the light/buzzer in the cab).
The images below show an example of the movement of the crane arm from its lowest point, to the height it
can be raised before the buzzer/light illuminates in the cab. This movement is only achievable on the
nearside of the vehicle as the buzzer/ light will be activated by the Crane Slew proximity sensors when it is
moved around to the vehicle bed, rear and offside of the vehicle.

Why have a HIAB Alert System?
There are many incidents where there have been motorways closed due to HIAB’s hitting bridges, collisions
and other incidents involving situations where incorrect stowing of legs and cranes has caused damage.
We have empirical evidence that suggests that drivers can travel with the legs and cranes incorrectly stowed,
accidentally or even knowingly. Road safety is vital and this system is there to prevent this sort of incident
happening.

FV360-FORS Silver and Gold Requirements

FORS Silver & Gold
The FORS Standard defines requirements that must be met by
fleet operators if they wish to become FORS accredited and
applies to all vehicles over 7.5 ton gross vehicle weight

➢

We are fully accredited to get you to help
you to meet the standard

FORS Silver and Gold Accreditation
FORS Silver and Gold is a standard for all vehicles over 7.5 ton gross vehicle
weight.
By achieving FORS Silver or Gold accreditation your fleet will be compliant with
the CLOCS Standard for Construction Logistics and with TfL’s WRRR (Work
Related Road Risk).

FORS Standards Requirements

We are FORS Associates

The FORS Standard (V5.1) provides a minimum requirement and a

Minimum Requirement

Recommended Requirement

➢

A camera system that monitors the near-side
vehicle blind spot

➢

Monitor front and off-side blind spots

➢

An in-cab display screen to provide the driver
with a view of the near-side blind spot

➢

Be able to digitally record incidents and assist
in driver training and development

An in-cab audible warning system to alert the
To allow for older vehicles in the fleet replacement
driver of other road users in the near-side blind cycle, a tolerance in the number of vehicles fitted
spot
with camera systems may be accepted for vehicles
Where the driver has full view of the nearside blind registered before 1 January 2015 where there is not
a contractual or permit requirement. This tolerance
spot area by direct vision, such as a left-hand drive
vehicle, the camera system and in-cab display screen shall be fully justified at audit. If this tolerance is peris not required. Rigid goods vehicles over 7.5 tonnes mitted, older vehicles not fitted with camera systems
gross vehicle weight shall be fitted with a camera sys- shall be fitted with an alternative blind spot vision aid
such as a Fresnel Lens.
tem that monitors the rear vehicle blind spot.
➢

Note
The recommended requirement is seen to be the standard emerging practice. Therefore, we would advise
this option to enable you to meet the standard.
recommended requirement in the
respectively. The “emerging
requirement”, is the criteria we

form of “shall and should”
practice, recommended
would suggest.

Use this link to obtain information on the FORS Standard:
FORS-Standard_v5.1.pdf-17.11.pdf (fors-online.org.uk)

FV360-CLOCS Standard Compliance

CLOCS Standard
The CLOCS Standard applies to all commercial vehicles over
3.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight.

➢

Side Detection

➢

Rear Detection

➢

5 Camera System with Monitor

CLOCS Compliance
1 x FV DVR with 1TB HD, 4G in an anti-vibration box
1TB Hard drive with HD continuous recording capacity
High quality vandal proof design
1 x Event Button
1 x In-Cab monitor

Nearside side detection kit
1 x In-Cab side detection kit including close proximity sensors and audible
left turn alarm
1 x External Warning speaker
We are CLOCS Champions

Cameras
1 x FV 1080P V3 high definition front facing camera
2 x FV 1080P V5 high definition side camera
1 x FV 1080P V5 high definition blind spot camera
1 x FV 1080P V5 high definition rear camera
Extra camera options available

Connectivity
1x 4G Data SIM included in support package
1 x GPS Antenna

Software
1 x AutoCMS
1 x Driver mobile App
1 x Set of vehicle warning stickers

“CLOCS mission and primary goals
Ensuring the safest construction vehicle
journeys
• zero collisions between construction
vehicles and the community
• improved air quality and reduced emissions
• fewer vehicle journeys
• reduced reputational risk” -ww.clocs.org.uk

CLOCS aims to create a level commercial environment
for vehicle operators where investment in a safe, quality
operation is recognised when bidding for work.

FV360- in cab Event Button

FV360-Event
Button
Press the event button if an incident occurs to automatically
start to download footage of the incident
➢

Automatic trigger to send Driver App link to
assigned driver of the vehicle

➢

Automatic footage download

➢

Automatic trigger notification of incident to the
fleet office

*does not include cameras
Product Benefits
The event button is a small device that fits easily onto the
drivers dashboard.
An event can be anything from a full blown accident to a driver
cutting up your vehicle, we encourage drivers to press the event
button. This creates an notification that is sent via email to the
fleet administrators through AutoCMS.
Footage from 1 minute each side of the incident automatically
starts to download for reviewing as part of the claim form
process.
If there is an assigned driver to the vehicle when the button is pressed, the driver automatically gets a text
with a link to the driver app.
If there is no assigned driver, then the administrators on AutoCMS platform will get a notification email of
the event button being pressed.

The triggering of an “Event” is the key to making Camera systems work for vehicles.
We can take triggers from all sorts of vehicles monitoring devices, like telematics, door locks etc. However,
giving the driver a manual “Event Button” gets the drivers involved and engages them in the concept that
this system is there not only for the company but to protect them.

Other automatic response triggers
Integrations with telematic companies allow for the introduction of even more triggered responses. We
integrate with companies such as Webfleet, Orbcomm, Rewire Security/GPS Live and Airmax. These
companies allow us to trigger a notification in a telematics offence such as speeding, harsh breaking or
cornering.
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CONTACT
US
CONTACT US
TODAY!
TODAY

If you want to find out more about our
product, or to book a free demonstration,
don't hesitate in contacting us today.

Scope House, Weston Road,
Crewe, CW1 6DD

www.fastview360.co.uk info@fastview360.co.uk

01270 360360

